If you’re interested in stargazing, come join us.
Everyone is welcome. We have talks,
learning workshops, visits and
group observing sessions

BathAstronomers.org.uk
@BathAstronomers

Daylight information for the month is:
Sunrise: 05:42 (1st)
04:59 (31st)
st
Sunset:
20:32 (1 )
21:15 (31st)
The Sun displays an almost spotless disc,
a rare sight. Small prominences still dance on the limb
if you have access to a solar telescope with the correct
Hydrogen filter.
Last Quarter:
New Moon:
First Quarter:
Full Moon:

8th May
15th May
22nd May
29th May

The Summer constellations have rotated
into view with bright Vega almost overhead.
The other two stars of the Summer Triangle,
Deneb and Altair are there too. Mars and
Saturn are still brightening as they approach their
respective peaks this Summer. Mars outshines Saturn
by a factor of two and has a distinct reddish tinge. The
Eta Aquariid meteor shower peaks on the morning of 5th
May usually with 15 to 20 meteors per hour although
the bright gibbous Moon will reduce the count when
looking to the southeast. The end of May sees the start
of the noctilucent cloud season. These high-altitude ice
clouds are visible above the northeast horizon 90 to 120
minutes before dawn and appear as wispy filaments of
white/electric blue.
Saturn passes within 2 Moon widths of
globular cluster M22 in Sagittarius on the
morning of 15th May and will be a good view
in a pair of binoculars. As mentioned last
month, the globular cluster M13 is spectacular this time
of year almost overhead in Hercules. You should find a
good garden lounger to comfortably view these objects.

Morning Sky
in May 2018

Mars and Saturn are well worth telescope
time especially when the brighter phases of
the Moon obscure other objects. The closer
to dawn, the higher the planets will be in the
South and the lower the atmospheric
wobble you’ll see in the eyepiece. Mars could show
cloud detail under high magnification.

The opposite sides of the sky are decorated
with two planets, Venus and Jupiter, at
Sunset this month. Venus to the Northwest
and Jupiter Southeast. Venus is so bright it
is clearly visible at or slightly before Sunset. It continues
to offer good close encounters with the crescent Moon
with the next one scheduled for 17th May. Jupiter is on
the opposite side of the sky to the Sun on 9th May and
so it is at its biggest and brightest for the year.
Ursa Major is overhead in the evening assisting your
navigation around the sky. Leo is the most prominent
constellation in the South sitting under the Saucepan.
Follow the handle to locate Arcturus in Boötes and on
to Jupiter currently sitting in the constellation of Libra.
Try having a look at binary stars like
Mizar/Alcor, the bump in the handle of the
Saucepan and Regulus, the brightest star in
Leo.
The 4 brightest moons of Jupiter are clearly visible and
can be observed from night to night to see their
positions change.
Venus is a good first object to look at each
evening and appears as a misshapened
disc. No other detail will be visible due to the
reflective clouds swathing the planet.
Jupiter, on the other hand, shows its banding and Great
Red Spot well. The orbital period of the planet is so
short it is worth visiting the surface features ever few
hours to see what has rotated into view. There are a
number of opportunities in the month to observe its
satellites or their shadows passing in front of the planet.
Io, Ganymede, and Europa transit on 5th May 23:15, 6th
May 22:39, and 9th May 22:24 respectively. Io is the
most challenging to spot but its shadow is clear and
helps locating the moon. Else watch Io before the transit
and follow it so you can distinguish it from the clouds. If
missed, Io transits again on 16th May 23:08.

Evening Sky
in May 2018
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